
Morgan Lewis / User Experience Designer

Find the right problem 
Through user research, I gain 
empathy and understand user 
journeys and tensions which are 
synthesized into insights about 
the consumers’ needs and 
behaviors.


Skills: User interviews,

immersive research, insight 
identification, frameworks,

synthesizing user needs, 
conducting and analyzing 
secondary research

Education 
Northwestern University / MS in Engineering Design Innovation 
User-centered design in products, services, and technology graduate program

Fall 2017 - Fall 2018, Evanston, IL

Rice University / Bachelor of Science in Bioengineering 
Critical problem solving, learning through implementation, top 10 ranking

Fall 2013 - Spring 2017, Houston, TX

Nike By You x Cultivator / Sneaker Designer + Storyteller 
Fall 2019 - Current, Chicago, IL


I was chosen to design a Nike shoe as part of a limited edition “Give Thanks” 
shoe drop exclusively on Nike.com. I designed the shoes, storefront, and 
marketing around my personal story and passion for women in country music.

Experience 

Northwestern University / Design Coach + Teaching Assistant 
Winter 2019 - Current, Evanston, IL


I was the design coach for a company sponsored CPG project class with 
design, marketing, and business master students. I was the teaching 
assistant for three Entrepreneurship classes where I gave formal critiques, 
professional reviews, and lectures. I am currently the teaching assistant for a 
master’s class in interaction design, visual UI, and motion design.

Procter and Gamble Ventures / Design Fellow 
Summer 2018, Chicago, IL


As the design lead on a multidisciplinary team, I planned and executed the 
development of a new product portfolio and brand (NDA). We performed a 
competitive audit, advised on brand acquisitions, interviewed dozens of 
recruited users, tested product prototypes and messaging, designed the 

digital product and tested the performance of the user interface (UI and UX). 
Pitched the results, brand, and actionable recommendations to strategic 
partners and the Ventures C-Suit. 

Rice University / Usability Researcher 
Summer 2015 + Summer 2016, Houston, TX


I ran usability tests of a newly developed voting system on recruited users. 

I performed heuristic reviews on both the interface and physical system, and 
iteratively improved the system to ensure it was useful, usable, and desirable, 
promoting task success. Referenced ADA guidelines. Recorded and coded all 
data for publication. I also ran a study on the effect of geographical location 

on overall SUS scores though Amazon Turk. I collected and coded over 3,000 
responses (big data analytics).

Solve it in the right way 
I translate user insights into 
tangible design solutions 
through rapid prototyping and 
testing, designing the entire 
user experience.


Skills: Creative frameworks, 
interactive prototypes, user 
testing, user experience, 
wireframes, divergent thinking

Tell the right story 
The design should should fit 
seamlessly into the consumer 
journey and resonate with all 

of the stakeholders involved.


Skills: Adobe CC, Keynote,

strategy, branding, storytelling, 
animations, pitches, translating 
engineering capabilities

Master’s Projects 

Procter & Gamble 
In-home interviews

Persona development 

Participatory design

Cross-disciplinary 

Product experience

A/B testing


iRobot 
Contextual inquiry 

Usability studies

Experience brand language

Secondary research

Trend reports

Executive presentation

Feeding America 
Immersive research

User surveys

Interaction design

Journey map

Storyboarding

Service design

MorganLewis2018@u.northwestern.edu    -    (940) 636 3365    -    MorganJLewis.com
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